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<BUSINESS BACKGROUND> 

Hasting’s is a barbershop based in east Toronto. They have four shops in eastern downtown-

Toronto. Hasting’s has a casual atmosphere, and pride themselves for giving the customer a 

laid-back experience. The barbershop gives the customer a unique experience, serving coffee 

and polish snacks. Also, they make their own hair products, which creates purchasing 

opportunities for every step of the transaction. Their voice is friendly, casual and fun and in 

summary, jovial. 

<TARGET AUDIENCE SUMMARY> 

Location - Since Hasting’s is a barbershop located in Toronto, its audience is geographically 

limited to the city. Specifically, all of their shops are east-Toronto, and because location is a 

significant decision-maker for a barbershop, we’re going to assume their target market is 

people from the east-end.  

Gender - Hasting’s targets men as they are a barbershop and specialize in short cuts such as 

fades, as well as straight razor shaving.  

Interests- The guys that come into Hasting’s are proud to live in east Toronto. The east-end is a 

part of Hasting’s narrative and it’s a part of the appeal for this demographic. Their demographic 

is into grooming and hairstyling. They care about what they look like and want to look sharp. 

Hasting’s demographic is masculine, but not in an overt way. Their audience supports local 

businesses such as craft beer and restaurants in the neighbourhood. They support Toronto 

teams like the Blue Jays, the Toronto Maple Leafs, the TFC and the Raptors. Hasting’s audience 

likes culture like live music and local culture. They also like tattoos and vintage things.  

Education level – college or university graduate.  

Employment- Hasting’s demographic lives downtown, so the majority work in jobs located in 

the city. We can assume that men’s service-industry such as retail and restaurants, as well as 

office-jobs, which place an importance on looking groomed.  

Buying Motivation - Customers who come into Hasting’s want to get their hair cut to look good. 

They want to look clean and groomed. They also want to achieve a certain look. Because the 

staff at Hasting’s are young and hip, customers can feel confident they are getting a haircut 

that’s in-style.  

Buying Concern - Customer’s buyers concerns are that they have to book to get a cut. Hasting’s 

doesn’t do same-day bookings. Time management could impede a customer from coming in.  
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<MAIN HOMEPAGE COPY> 

<HEADER 1> Hasting’s Barbershop. Look Good, Feel Better 

Barbershop located in east Toronto.  

Our online booking system is back! 

Call or Text for an Appointment. 

647 527 5276 

<GROUPING OF THREE> What you can expect: 

1. Quality cuts, trims, and shaves. – We are barbers who are passionate about our craft. 

We make you look good and without breaking the bank.  

2. Good vibes - A friendly neighbourhood spot to hang out, you can shoot some pool and 

have great conversation. 

3. The Hasting’s experience – We have a polish-themed snack bar with espressos and 

lattes. We make our own pomade and hair products, too.  

Menu 

Haircut - $26 

Beard Trim - $10 

Straight Razor Shave - $30 

Cut and Shave - $50 

Hasting’s Pomade or Paste $20 

Layrite $20 

CTA: Boot Now.  

<ABOUT US PAGE COPY> 

Hasting’s is a barbershop in east Toronto. With quality cuts, fades and shaves, we keep dudes 

looking good and feeling better. We’re passionate about our craft, but don’t take ourselves too 

seriously. You can expect an easy-going atmosphere with great music, and a quality haircut. It’s 

good vibes all around. 

Come by, hang out, and leave, looking sharp. 

Your pals at Hasting’s Barbershop. 

P.S.  For our Leslieville friends, there’s a Beer Store across the street.  

<BLOG POST>  
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For the blog post, I decided to write a blog about how to choose a haircut for men that flatters 
their face. I would like to note that on keyword planner I put in Hasting’s barbershop’s URL, and 
the highest keyword was mens haircuts. 

 

As well as on answerthepublic.com, an overwhelming majority of the questions men had about 
hair were about which hairstyle to get.  

 

Based on the amount of search and the audience needs, I chose to write a blog about choosing 
a haircut based on your faces shape.  I decided on this topic because it was their concern and 
the subject of their most asked questions.   
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<TITLE>Get a Look That Suits You – Hairstyles for Men of Any Face 

Getting a new haircut for can be intimidating. You want a style that makes you look good, but 
you don’t know where to start. It can be hard to decide a cut that is right for you. And once you 
choose, you have to communicate it to the barber. Then you have to style it. Do you use 
pomade, gel or hairspray?  Don’t worry, we got all the bases covered. This blog will help you, 
choose a hairstyle that’s right for you, and choose the specific products to achieve each style. 
First you have to figure out your face shape.  

The shape of your face determines which hair style to pick. There are eight face shapes in total 
and this blog will focus on four shapes: diamond, oval, square, and round.  

1.) Diamond - These guys have prominent cheekbones, but have narrow chins and 
foreheads. To balance their face, guys with diamond faces should focus on volume. They 
can achieve this going for a layered fade at the back. But remember to avoid tight hair 
on the sides to balance their features. Long hairstyles general go well with this face 
type, but these styles tend to need maintenance, so keep that in mind.  

 

Style suggestions:  

 Long hair pushed back – for healthy looking hair style, apply 
mousse while hair is wet. After it dries, apply pomade to achieve a 
consistent texture.  

 Undercut – This cut allows for different holds. For guys with curly 
hair, a messy undercut will work. In this case use mousse for texture 
and hairspray for volume. For guys with straight hair, it’s best to have 
maximum hold. In this case, try a gel with extreme hold.  

 Quiff and Fringe Up – This cut has volume at the top. The first step 
is use Mousse to give your hair a healthy look. Then use gel to mold 
it how you want. Afterward use texturing power for volume.  
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2.) Oval – Men with this face have the privilege of choosing 
from a variety of hairstyles because of their balanced 
proportions. Defined by rounded jaw and chin and a broad 
forehead, they can choose styles with different shapes and 

lengths.  

 Style suggestions: 

 Side-parted short – 
This look is all about the 
part. To keep it in place, 
use maximum hold gel.  

 Fringe (aka bangs) up 
– To achieve the height for this hairstyle, use 
texturizing powder.  

 Undercut – Depending on how much hold you 
want, use a combination of oil and gel to achieve the 
desired texture.   

3.) Square Face Shape – As the name suggests, men with this face have square proportions 
with straight sides and wide jaw. For these guys, think masculine: short, tight, and sharp. 
Luckily for group, these looks have the least amount of maintenance and products.  

 Style suggestions: 

 Buzz cut – For this low-maintenance look there is no styling necessary.  

 Undercut – Before and after blow drying use a combination of hair cream and 
gel.   

4.) Round Face Shape – If your face is almost wide as tall, then you 
have a round face. The goal with this cut is to balance your features 
with height. Hairstyles with volume at the top lengthen will length 
your features.  Keep your sides short, and avoid hair coming onto the 
face. Also choose products and shampoos that give you volume to 
achieve height. Products like texturizing powder do the extra work to 
keep your hair high all day. 

 Style Suggestions: 
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 Quiff and Fringe Up – This cut will give you the height to flatter your face. 
Moisturize your hair with hair oil and then apply texturizing power to your hair, 
almost like a salt shaker.  Then style as desired.  

 Undercut – This cut will give contrast to your face, giving the illusion of height. 
For an undercut with a loose hold as pictured above, use a combination of oil 
and pomade before and after blow drying.  

 If you can’t figure out your face shape, just talk with your barber. They will help you 
figure out what looks good for you. But remember to open the communication with them. Try 
to work on telling them in detail what you want. Tell them how you currently style it and the 
products you use. You can even bring in a picture of the cut you want. This will give them a 
visual. Next time we will look as men’s face shapes: oval, triangle, and inverted triangle.  

 

 

 

 

  


